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Hydrogen on silicene: like or unlike graphene?
Michele Pizzochero,†a Matteo Bonfantia and Rocco Martinazzo*ab
Hydrogenation of free-standing silicene, the two-dimensional allotrope of silicon, is investigated in detail
using first-principles methods and compared with the adsorption of H atoms on graphene. Similarly to
graphene, chemisorption of a single H atom on silicene induces the formation of a semilocalized state
around the adatom, a sharp peak in the density of states at the Fermi level which acts as a strong
resonant scatterer for charge carriers. This state hosts an unpaired electron, the itinerant electron of the
resonating valence bond picture which primarily resides on the ‘‘majority’’ sublattice and biases the
reactivity towards specific lattice positions. Contrary to graphene, sticking of hydrogen atoms is barrierless,
on both the pristine and the hydrogenated surface. As a consequence, hydrogen adsorption on silicene
is expected to proceed randomly under typical laboratory conditions, and preferential binding to
form balanced dimers (or clusters) only occurs when thermodynamic equilibrium conditions prevail. The
absence of clustering can be experimentally confirmed using scanning tunneling microscopy techniques
since simulated imaging shows that the investigated structures provide distinguishable features that
should allow their easy identification, if present on the surface. Overall, our findings can be rationalized
by the fact that in silicene p bonds are weaker and the lattice is softer than in graphene and suggest that
in silicene adatoms may severely limit carrier mobility.
1 Introduction
The isolation of graphene in 2004,1 along with the determination
of its magneto-optical properties,2–6 revolutionized the field of
condensed matter science. Besides many other things, this dis-
covery triggered a wealth of fundamental and applied studies on
other atomic-thick two-dimensional (2D) materials. The search of
new 2D materials started from those which could be peeled off
from natural crystals (e.g. BN, MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, WSe2, NbSe2,
NiTe2, Bi2Se3, Be2Te3 and black phosphorus) through either
mechanical7 or chemical exfoliation,8 and rapidly evolved into
the synthesis of novel layered materials. This goal was first
accomplished in 2012 when compelling evidence for silicene,
the two-dimensional allotrope of Si, was reported.9 Since then, a
new gold rush for group IV elemental analogues of graphene
(beside silicene, germanene and stanene) has started, as well as
the search for other (group III, V) elemental compounds
(e.g. boronene and phosphorene) with unexplored characteristics.
The fabrication of van der Waals bound heterostructures, layer-
by-layer, is largely considered to be the ultimate strategy to
assemble new materials with desired properties.10
Among elemental 2D systems, silicene has attracted much
attention from the community since the beginning, mainly
because of the expectation of being easily integrated into the
existing Si-based technology.11 Like its analogues germanene
and stanene, silicene features a sizable spin–orbit coupling
(SOC) which makes the spin Hall effect observable at ordinary
temperatures and opens a mini-gap of B1.6 meV in the band
electronic structure.12,13 The spin Hall effect and the gap opening
are not trivial, since they turn silicene into a topological material
(insulator) with helical edges.14
Several diﬀerent phases of silicene have been reported on
the hexagonal Ag single crystal surface and, more recently, on
ultra-thin Ag(111) films, ZrB2(0001), Ir(111) and MoS2(0001)
(see ref. 11 for a recent review). The diﬀerent phases have
varying superlattice structure with respect to the underlying
substrate (e.g., on Ag(111), a number of 4  4, 2 ﬃﬃﬃ3p  2 ﬃﬃﬃ3p ,ﬃﬃﬃ
7
p  ﬃﬃﬃ7p and ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ13p  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ13p phases have been reported, and the
4=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p  4= ﬃﬃﬃ3p phases are still debated and most likely appro-
priate for bilayer and few-layer silicene) and diﬀer only in the
buckling pattern.‡ ‘‘Buckling’’ of the surface is a feature
common to most of the known 2D materials – with the notable
exception of graphene and h-BN, they are not really one-atom-
thick, rather show some atoms in the unit cell vertically
displaced from the others. Although this property signals some
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kind of structural instability with respect to a flat arrangement
of the atoms, it may turn to be advantageous for applications.
In silicene, such a buckling allows the two sublattices to be
distinguished when applying an electric field along the surface
normal, thereby opening a sizable band gap and eventually
triggering a topological phase transition of the electronic
structure.14–16 Similarly for chemical functionalization, which
can be used to break the reflection symmetry and induce an
out-of-plane dipole polarization and piezoelectricity.17 The
bucking height (closely related to a mixed sp2–sp3 hybridization
of the Si atoms in the sheet) can be modified by stretching the
sheet, thereby suggesting that the spin–orbit coupling and the
ensuing electronic properties might be mechanically controlled
to some extent; in graphene, for instance, the sp3-like lattice
protrusions created by adsorbing hydrogen atoms were shown
to dramatically affect the SOC, both theoretically18,19 and
experimentally.20 Importantly, silicene field effect transistors have
already been fabricated and operated for a few minutes, despite
their limited stability in air.21 Though mainly a proof-of-concept,
these exciting experiments promise to be a big twist in the field
and pave the way to overcome the known limitations of graphene
for digital electronic applications.
Many diﬀerent kinds of chemical functionalization have
been proposed for silicene, including hydrogenation,22–25 halo-
genation26–29 and oxidation.30 Silicane, the fully hydrogenated
sheet analogue to graphane, has been predicted to have a band-
gap in the range 2.9–3.8 eV, depending on the configuration,23
and is thus potentially useful for optoelectronics in the blue/
violet energy range. Intermediate hydrogenation of a silicene
bilayer has been theoretically proved to provide exceptional
optoelectronic properties, and various structures have been
proposed for solar applications and for illumination as white
light emitting diodes.25 Half-silicane was predicted to be a
ferromagnet with a Curie temperature of about 300 K24 and
has been recently obtained on the Ag(111) surface upon hydro-
genating the 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p  2 ﬃﬃﬃ3p R30 phase, along with (more stable)
defective areas with one, two and three holes in the superlattice
unit cell.31 The same authors of ref. 31 previously reported32 a
partially hydrogenated silicene superstructure with a H/Si ratio
of 7/18 on the 4  4 phase on Ag(111), thereby showing
that different hydrogenated phases can be obtained on the
same substrate depending on the target silicene phase. In turn,
these studies highlight the delicate interplay between the
silicene–substrate interactions and the kinetics of the adsorp-
tion process.
In this paper we investigate in detail the hydrogenation
process of a free-standing sheet – a prototypical example of
adsorption of monovalent species – as a first step to understand
more complex behaviors which are expected (and observed)
when silicene is grown on a substrate. Although silicene sheets,
which are ‘‘suspended’’ or grown on an inert substrate, have
not been synthesized yet, progress in this direction appears to
be desirable for electronic applications. Hence it is important
to theoretically investigate such issues in advance and make a
thorough comparison with the analogous process on free-standing
graphene, for which a rather rich scenario emerged in the
last ten years or so, joining together as diverse phenomena as
charge- and spin-transport, magnetism and chemistry.33–35 Some
previous studies already dealt with the hydrogenation of silicene,
either free-standing or variously supported,22–25,31,36–43 but a
well-rounded perspective – one that encompasses the appear-
ance and role of adatom-induced electronic states, their impact
on charge transport and on adatom clustering, the presence of
energy barriers to sticking, and the magnetic properties of the
defective substrate – is missing. We fill this gap in the rest of the
paper by sequentially analyzing the electronic and structural
properties of the pristine substrate, the single H atom adsorp-
tion event and the ensuing midgap state, the formation of
dimers and of some more hydrogenated structures. Importantly,
we further show that the investigated hydrogenated structures
can be clearly distinguished using scanning tunneling micro-
scope (STM) techniques.
The paper is organized as follows. The computational set-up
is described in Section 2, our findings are introduced and
discussed in Section 3 and, finally, Section 4 summarizes and
concludes.
2 Computational details
All our first-principles calculations were performed within the
pseudopotential, spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT)
framework, as implemented in the periodic, atomic-orbital
based SIESTA code,44 using the gradient-corrected exchange–
correlation functional devised by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof
(PBE)45,46 to describe exchange and correlation effects. The
Kohn–Sham orbitals for the valence electrons were represented
as linear combinations of numerical, atom-centered basis func-
tions of triple-z plus polarization (TZP) quality whereas core
electrons were replaced by norm-conserving pseudopotentials47
including partial core corrections.48
Silicene layers were described by hexagonal supercells
[na1,na2] (ai ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2
;
ðÞi
2
 !
a0, i = 1, 2 being the primitive lattice
vectors of silicene and a0 its lattice constant, a0 E 3.8 Å), but
several n  m supercells of the rectangular unit [a1 + a2, a2  a1]
were also considered to investigate intermediate impurity con-
centrations that cannot be achieved with the conventional
supercell. A large vacuum layer of ca. 14 Å was introduced
along the surface normal (here and in the following the z-axis)
to avoid artificial interactions between periodic images, and
integrations over the Brillouin zone (BZ) were carried out on a
G-centered k-mesh following the Monkhorst–Pack scheme.49
Geometry optimizations used the equivalent of a 30  30  1
(30  18  1) k-point mesh for the hexagonal (rectangular) unit
cell of silicene, and finer grids were used for the calculation of
the density of states (DOS) (150  150  1), and for the phonon-
and energy-dispersion curves (80  80  1), the latter with
hexagonal supercells only. Atomic coordinates were fully
relaxed until the forces were smaller than 0.01 eV Å1 and cell
optimizations used a stringent threshold on the maximum
component of the stress tensor (1 MPa), together with a large
Paper PCCP
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mesh cutoff of 400 Ry for the real-space integration of the
charge-density to prevent any egg-box effect. The mesh cutoff
was later increased to 800 Ry when investigating single-H
adsorption energetics.
Before investigating the reactivity of silicene toward hydro-
genation, the stability of the substrate was checked by computing
the whole phonon dispersion using the small displacement
technique. A 5  5 hexagonal supercell was adopted to ensure
appropriate convergence of the dynamical matrix elements over
the lattice sum, and the atomic displacement along each
direction was set to 0.04 Bohr.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Free-standing silicene
For completeness we briefly summarize here our findings for the
structure, the stability and the electronic properties of the pristine
substrate. These represent a set of well established results (see
ref. 11 and references therein) which allow us to validate the
adopted computational approach and to highlight similarities
and diﬀerences with graphene, at the same level of theory that
was used for the hydrogenation process discussed below.
Silicon atoms in silicene are packed in a honeycomb lattice
with a Si–Si bond length of 2.282 Å and a lattice constant of
3.854 Å. Unlike graphene, the two equivalent sublattices of
which silicene is made up lay at different heights, resulting in a
buckling height (the relative position of the sublattices along
the surface normal) of 0.506 Å. This is the so-called low buckled
configuration; a higher buckled structure with a much smaller
lattice constant (B2.7 Å) exists but it is stable only when
enforcing hexagonal symmetry.50,51
It is a fascinating question whether Si atoms in silicene are
involved in a sp2 rather than in a sp3 hybridization. In fact, the
non-planar geometry could be associated with sp3 arrangement,
whereas the honeycomb lattice characterized by three equivalent
bond lengths – which is peculiar of graphitic materials – suggests
sp2 hybridization. sp2-like hybridization was argued from reflection
electron energy loss spectroscopy of silicene on a silver substrate,52
but ruled out in any silicon nanostructure from theoretical
considerations.53 A mixed sp2–sp3 hybridization was demon-
strated using Raman spectroscopy,51 and this interpretation
agrees with the results of our first-principles calculations since
we found a Si–Si–Si angle of 1151, which is intermediate
between 1201 of sp2 systems and 109.51 of sp3 ones.
Closely related to this issue is the nature of the p electron
network, what made graphene so fascinating to trigger much of
the recent research in materials science. Strictly speaking, the
occurrence of true p bonds requires the planar symmetry of
the substrate. This is not the case of silicene and therefore we
refer to the Si–Si bonds as to quasi-p bonds, i.e. bonds which
are (much) weaker than true p-bonds because of the reduced
overlap between pz orbitals. The weakening of the ‘‘p-bonds’’ is
best seen by comparing the stability of buckled silicene with
that of graphene, as shown in Fig. 1 which reports the results of
constrained lattice optimizations performed for several values
of the buckling height (i.e. the optical Z-mode at the G point).
For a graphene flake, the break of planar symmetry implies the
weakening of the p bond. Therefore, the energy quickly
increases when buckling the structure. For silicene, in contrast,
some buckling stabilizes its structure and, moreover, further
buckling causes a slow increase only of its energy. These opposite
situations are evident from the energetics: for graphene, a
displacement of one atom along the direction normal to the
surface of a few tenths of Å implies an energy increase of several
eV; the same displacement for silicene, from its equilibrium
geometry, leads to a destabilization of only some tens of meV.
The different strengths of chemical bonding can also be grasped
from the small cohesive energy of silicene, which we found to be
4.65 eV per atom, compared with the value of 8.79 eV per atom
appropriate to graphene.54
The reason for this behavior can be traced back to the concept
of ‘‘p-capability’’.55 Both carbon and silicon atoms exhibit a
ground-state s2p2 electronic configuration that is responsible for
their peculiar chemistry. However, the energy separation between s
and p valence orbitals§ is larger for C than Si. As a consequence,
silicon tends to use all the p orbitals when it hybridizes, i.e. to
live in sp3 (or sp3-like) environments, whereas carbon admits
intermediate hybridizations, hence a rich chemistry with sp,
sp2 and sp3 arrangements.
Buckled and planar silicenes share essentially the same
band structure, which is also the same as graphene. In fact,
from the energy dispersions shown in the left panel of Fig. 2,
one can observe that the valence and conduction bands cross in
a linear fashion at the corners of the Brillouin zone (the K, K0
points). The main diﬀerence between graphene and silicene
electronic structure lies in the relative position of their s and p
bands, which are closer to each other in silicene, on account of
the smaller s–p separation mentioned above. This is clearly
seen from the highest-energy occupied electronic levels close to
the G point: in both planar silicene and graphene they describe
Fig. 1 Buckling energy (per unit cell) in silicene (left panel) and graphene
(right panel), referenced to the planar structures, as a function of the
relative displacement DZ of the height of the atoms in the unit cell.
Note that the energy scale in the right panel is 20 times larger than in
the left panel.
§ There is some uncertainty in this value. Commonly used values are 10.6 eV and
5.6 eV for C and Si, respectively, following the semiempirical PM3 calculations of
ref. 56. LDA density-functional theory calculations give 8.21 eV and 6.66 eV,
respectively, whereas literature spectroscopic data result in 7.95 eV and 5.62 eV
(excitation energies to the lowest-lying triplet states 3DJ[nsnp
3], averaged over the J
terms. Data from ref. 57).
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s bonds but in silicene they lie only B2 eV below the Fermi
level. Furthermore, upon buckling, these energy levels are those
subjected to the largest change, and the upward shift in energy
supports the idea of a partial rehybridization (from pure sp2 to
something intermediate between sp2 and sp3).
Although planar and low buckled silicenes have quite similar
total energy and electronic properties, their vibrational properties
are very diﬀerent, as a consequence of the instability (stability) of
the former (the latter) toward buckling. In Fig. 2, right panel, we
show the phonon dispersion of low buckled silicene. Looking
along the G–M path, the branches are, in the order of increasing
frequencies, the out-of-plane (‘‘ZA’’) flexural mode and the
longitudinal and transverse acoustical modes (LA, and TA,
respectively), and their corresponding optical counterparts,
namely the out-of-plane, the transverse and longitudinal optical
modes (ZO, TO and LO, respectively). In M the LO and TO
branches are found atB450 cm1 andB500 cm1, respectively, i.e.
at much lower values than in graphene (1340.52 and 1398.6 cm1,
respectively58); the ZO branch, on the other hand, has a much lower
frequency (oB 100 cm1 inM) andmixes with LA as a consequence
of the surface buckling. Similarly for the doubly degenerate mode
at the zone center (of symmetry E2g in D3d) at about oB 550 cm
1
which is the only active Ramanmode and in graphene is responsible
for the well-known G peak at 1580 cm1. For comparison,
notice that in a graphene lattice with the mass of Si the latter
value would be o = 1034 cm1, an indication that the silicene
lattice is indeed much softer than graphene.
Obviously, planar silicene shows a large imaginary branch
around G which makes the planar structure unstable toward
ZO, i.e. the out-of-plane optical mode which buckles the struc-
ture and confers some sp3 character to the system.59
3.2 Adsorption of a single H atom
For H adsorption on graphene, it was demonstrated that both
the size of the binding energy and the extent of the sheet
puckering strongly depend on the surface coverage.60 Thus, as a
starting point, we fully relaxed several supercell structures,
ranging from 1  1 to 9  9, that correspond to an adatom
concentration Y varying from 0.50 ML to 0.006 ML (the
monolayer ML is here defined to have one H atom per Si atom,
i.e.Y = nH/nSi where nH(nSi) is the number of H (Si) atoms in the
unit cell). We define the binding energy as Echem = Ehost + EH 
EH+host, where EH+host and Ehost are the energies of the substrate
with and without an additional H adatom, respectively, and EH
is the energy of an isolated hydrogen atom. We corrected the
Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) using the popular a poster-
iori counterpoise (CP) method.61 Additionally, we estimated the
lattice distortion energetics upon chemisorption by means of
the surface reconstruction energy Esurf, which is defined as the
diﬀerence in energy between the relaxed hydrogenated silicene
structure freed from the adatom and its pristine counterpart.
When the hydrogen atom impinges on the surface, a
covalent Si–H interaction can be formed only if a Si–Si quasi-
p bond breaks and a re-hybridization of the bonding Si atom
to true sp3 configuration takes place. This has deep conse-
quences on the geometrical structure around the adsorbate:
the Si–Si bond length stretches from B2.28 Å to B2.39 Å and
the hydrogenated Si atom moves out of the surface plane by
further B0.28 Å to take part in a covalent bond with the
approaching atom, which is B1.51 Å long. A Si–Si–H angle of
1101 results, which is very close to the value expected in an ideal
tetrahedral arrangement. These results depend only weakly on
the supercell size, as a quick look at the ‘‘puckering’’ height
and at the surface reconstruction energy reported in Table 1
reveals. From that table, one further concludes that the binding
energy of a hydrogen atom to silicene is 2.16 eV, again with
a weak dependence on the supercell size and in sharp contrast
to graphene, where the binding energy of a H atom is
B0.8 eV.60,62,63 Our energetics is in excellent agreement with
previous reports64,65 and well converged with respect to com-
putational parameters. Similar results concerning the stability
of H atoms on the Si sheet were obtained when looking at the
diffusion barriers:66 at a similar theory level the lowest energy
diffusion barrier Ed was found to be 0.73 eV, that is large
compared to H on typical transition metal surfaces67 but yet
smaller than Echem above. This finding is again in sharp
contrast to graphene where Ed matches the desorption
energy.68 In other words, while H adatoms on graphene are
immobile and desorb rather than diffusing, on the silicene
sheet they can move along the surface.
Fig. 2 Electronic band structure (left panel) and phonon dispersion (right)
along the high-symmetry path G–M–K–G of the BZ, for both the buckled
and the planar silicene structures (solid and dashed lines, respectively). In
the left panel the Fermi level is set to zero, and in the right panel the
imaginary frequencies have been placed on the negative frequency axis.
Table 1 Computed (counterpoise-corrected) hydrogen chemisorption
energies (Echem) for diﬀerent supercell sizes. Also given are the surface
reconstruction energy (Esurf) and the ‘‘puckering height’’ of the hydroge-
nated Si atom (dZ), defined to be the variation of the height of the bonding
Si atom in the hydrogenated structure from its value in pristine silicene
Supercell Y (ML) Echem (eV) Esurf (eV) dZ (Å)
1  1 0.500 2.147 0.065 0.083
2  2 0.125 2.228 0.095 0.236
3  3 0.056 2.177 0.086 0.290
4  4 0.031 2.173 0.094 0.263
5  5 0.020 2.172 0.102 0.270
6  6 0.014 2.162 0.097 0.274
7  7 0.010 2.167 0.106 0.280
8  8 0.008 2.161 0.110 0.286
9  9 0.006 2.165 0.111 0.287
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Activation barriers play a crucial role in predicting the
chemisorption process, from the very first adsorption event to
the formation of overlayers with some finite coverage. Hereto,
we delved deeper into the Si–H bond formation by investigating
the adsorption profile of a H atom impinging on the silicon
sheet. We investigated the energetics along an adsorption
profile that mimicked the minimum energy path, namely
following the trajectory of a hydrogen atom approaching the
surface along the direction normal to the layer, on the top of a
silicon atom. We used a 4  4 supercell, keeping the Si–H bond
length frozen at a number of selected values and relaxing the
remaining atomic coordinates. As is shown in Fig. 3, we found
out that H chemisorption on silicene is a barrierless process,
again in sharp contrast to H adsorption on graphene, for which
a barrier to sticking B0.2 eV high was found.54,60
These diﬀerences between silicene and graphene are mainly
due to two distinct, though somewhat related, eﬀects. Firstly, p
bonds in graphene are stronger than in silicene, which is also
the ultimate reason why sp2 hybridization is stabilized in
graphene. This is manifested in the larger bandwidth of the
graphene electronic structure, see for instance the much larger
splitting at the M point of the BZ (B6 eV in graphene, to be
compared withB2 eV from Fig. 2) or, equivalently, the position
of the plasmon peak in the (experimentally accessible) absorp-
tive component of the optical conductivity. That is, the average
position of the p and the p* bands points toward a stronger
bond in graphene, i.e. a larger energy for those p* ’ p
transitions which are involved in the process of bond breaking.
This is a consequence of the joint eﬀect of the strength of each
p bond and of the delocalization energy gain, both related to
the value of the hopping energy between neighboring pz
orbitals (B3.0 eV in graphene andB1.1 eV in silicene13). More
rigorously, the strength of the p bonds can be quantitatively
estimated from the energy of the lowest-lying triplet excitations,
i.e. as the energy required to create a pair of non-bonding
electrons from the sea of electrons in the ground (fully bound)
state. This energy can be computed in standard (ground-state)
DFT calculations with fixed magnetization, a special case of the
so-called DSCF method. The size of the supercell used fixes the
spatial extent of the magnetic excitation (a magnon) or, equiva-
lently, determines the value q of the magnon momentum at
which the excitation energy e(q) is obtained. The limit q- 0 is
in principle required but for comparative purposes we can
limit ourselves to the calculation of the excitation energy in a
relatively large supercell. We used a 12  12 supercell and
found e = 0.694 eV for graphene and e = 0.217 eV for silicene, a
rather marked diﬀerence between the two substrates.
Secondly, the surface reconstruction energy is smaller for
silicene than for graphene, i.e. the former is a much softer
substrate because of the weaker p and s bonds that the Si atoms
form in the sheet. Furthermore, pristine silicene is ‘‘naturally’’
characterized by a buckling of 0.51 Å, whereas free-standing
graphene is completely planar. Therefore, the adjustment of the
substrate atom height upon hydrogen binding is smaller for
silicene (0.274 Å) than for graphene (0.529 Å). In general, the
whole structural rearrangement is of smaller extent in the silicon
flake. The Si–Si bond length around the adsorbate elongates by
4.86%, whereas in graphene the C–C bond undergoes a more
significant stretching of 5.21% (1.418 Å- 1.496 Å). Apart from
these details, the lattice distortions accompanying adsorption
are very similar for both the carbon and the silicon sheet, with
the same deformation pattern in the two cases, only slightly
longer ranged for graphene. This is made clear in Fig. 4, which
reports the strain fields generated by the adatom on both
substrates, and clearly shows the elongation of the bonds closest
to the adatoms and the shrinking of the next closest bonds.
The main diﬀerence between graphene and silicene is in the
out-of-plane distortion, again related to the strength of the p
bonds. For a graphene flake, pulling out a C atom from the plane
implies the loss of substantial aromaticity, at least around the
lifted atom. In contrast, pristine silicene already presents pro-
trusions along the direction normal to the surface, making the
formation of a tetrahedral geometry easier. Thus, the diﬀerence
in reconstruction is due to the contrasting tendency of these
monolayers to take the hydrogenated atom out of the layer upon
chemisorption, which is stronger in silicene. In light of this, it is
not surprising that the reconstruction energy of the surface upon
hydrogenation is onlyB0.1 eV (see Table 1) for silicene, i.e. one
order of magnitude smaller than that in graphene (B1.0 eV).60
Fig. 3 Counterpoise corrected adsorption profile of a H atom sticking on
the upward displaced (left panel) and downward displaced (right panel) Si
atom in silicene (circles joined by solid lines). Also shown for comparison
are the energy values uncorrected for the BSSE (dashed lines).
Fig. 4 Defect-induced strain fields for silicene (left panel) and graphene
(right panel), as obtained from calculations on a rectangular 7  7 super-
cell. White balls represent hydrogen atoms. Colors vary from black to white
for increasing bond lengths in the range [0.995,1.005] deq where deq is
the equilibrium bond length of each pristine sheet.
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The reconstruction energy Esurf can also be used to estimate
the binding energy of a hydrogen atom on a ‘‘prepared’’
(protruded) atom of the lattice, i.e. Echem* = Echem + Esurf E
(2.1 + 0.1) eV in silicene and Echem* E 1.8 eV in graphene.
Echem* can roughly be interpreted as the energy freed from the
coupling of the two unpaired electrons (one of the adsorbate
and one of the lattice), reduced by the energy needed to
completely break a double p in the distorted configuration.
Assuming that the former depends only weakly on the substrate,
as it seems reasonable, the larger value of Echem* found for
silicene is a further confirmation of the weaker p bonds in
this system.
We further investigated the eﬀect of the lattice distortion
along the normal to the surface by also considering the
chemisorption of a H atom at the other sublattice, namely
the one downward displaced. For this case it is clear that a
larger displacement of the hydrogenated silicon atom is neces-
sary in order to form a Si–H bond, and we found it to be 1.11 Å.
As a consequence, the surface reconstruction energy increases
up to 0.528 eV. Nevertheless, the counterpoise-corrected binding
energy is 2.035 eV, i.e. rather similar to that for adsorption at
the pushed-out-silicon. This is in agreement with the behavior
represented in Fig. 1. The lack of pure p-interactions implies,
contrary to graphene, a non-rigid structure, and therefore the
large displacement of the Si atom which is necessary to bind the
hydrogen turns out to have a minor effect on the chemisorption
energetics. In fact, adsorption remains barrierless despite
unfavorable structural effects (Fig. 3, right panel).
Finally, we analyzed the eﬀect that hydrogen adsorption has
on the electronic structure of the substrate. It is well known that
the adsorption of an atom forming a strong covalent bond with a
carbon site of a graphitic surface deeply aﬀects the electronic
properties of the substrate.2,5,60,69 This is a consequence of the
(approximate) bipartite nature of the lattice and of the sublattice
imbalance generated by the adsorption process. In fact, a
number of ‘‘midgap’’ states at least equal to the sublattice
imbalance – and which localizes on the majority sublattice –
are expected in this situation from a simple counting rule, the
so-called ‘‘imbalance rule’’ (see e.g. ref. 63 and references
therein). For adsorbed species the imbalance arises when the
adsorbate–surface bond is strong enough that the pz orbital
of the site is effectively removed from the p cloud, i.e. in the
so-called unitary limit where adatoms behave like vacancies.
In the case of a honeycomb lattice with an isolated impurity of
this kind, it was shown theoretically,70,71 and confirmed experi-
mentally,72 that the midgap state c is semi-localized around
the defect position, and, though not normalizable, it has a
characteristic dependence c B 1/r on the distance r from the
defect. This state hosts the itinerant electron appearing in
the resonating valence bond picture of the adsorption process60
and describes a paramagnetic center with a local magnetic
moment m = 1 mB (where mB is the Bohr magneton) uncoupled
from the p conducting states.73
Silicene behaves similarly to graphene in this respect,
since the above results translate unchanged in the honeycomb
silicene lattice. As a consequence, the density of states of
hydrogenated silicene shows, similar to graphene, two peaks
symmetrically placed around the Fermi level (Fig. 5, left panel),
which then describe a singly occupied midgap state with a
magnetic moment of 1 mB. Interestingly, in the case of silicene
the computed magnetic moment rapidly drops to zero when
increasing the supercell size (Fig. 5, right panel), thereby
signaling that the exchange (RKKY) interaction between the
(periodically repeated) moments is smaller in silicene than in
graphene. In fact, in the simulated periodic arrangements of
H adatoms the computed moment is the result of a delicate
balance between two opposing eﬀects. On the one hand,
there is the exchange interaction that favors the maximum
(ferromagnetic) coupling between moments, as predicted by
Lieb’s theorem74 for electrons on bipartite lattices with short-
range interactions.¶ On the other hand, there is a tendency to
doubly occupy the slightly dispersive impurity-induced bands.
The exchange interaction determines the splitting (D) between the
spin-majority and the spin-minority peaks in the DOS, whereas
the dispersion of the impurity-induced band(s) determines
the intrinsic widths (G) of the midgap peak(s) (Fig. 5, left panel).
For silicene D { G already on a 10  10 supercell, and thus
the electronic structure becomes unpolarized (non-magnetic)
approximately above this supercell size.8
It is worth noticing in this context that the above sharp
peaks in the density of states have important consequences on
charge transport in graphene, and the same occurs for silicene
too. In graphene the sharp (midgap) states induced by adatoms
(and carbon atom vacancies) form strong, ‘‘resonant’’ scattering
centers which give rise to a quasi-linear dependence of the
Fig. 5 Left panel: Density of states for a hydrogen adatom in a 6  6
silicene supercell, with the spin majority (minority) component on the
positive (negative) axis. Also shown for comparison as red lines is the DOS
of the pristine system. Energy is referenced to the Fermi level (vertical
dashed line). Right panel: Magnetic moment m as a function of the inverse
of the hydrogen atom coverage YH. Rhombi (squares) represent magnetic
moments obtained in a hexagonal (rectangular) supercell. Also displayed,
for comparison, are the results for graphene (stars).
¶ Lieb’s result states that, at half-filling, the spin S of the ground-state matches
the sublattice imbalance, S = h|nA  nB|/2, where nA(nB) is the number of sites in
the A(B) sublattice.
8 This finding does not contradict Lieb’s result above. The (midgap) impurity-
induced band remains flat – and the system magnetic – as long as the substrate is
bipartite (electron–hole symmetric). In realistic cases, though, the introduction of
any kind of defect breaks the e–h symmetry in a substantial way, by modifying the
on-site energies of the sites closest to the defects, as it was shown in the case of a
carbon atom vacancy in graphene.75,76 Hence, Lieb’s theorem does not rigorously
hold in these situations.
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extrinsic graphene’s conductivity on the carrier density (or gate
voltage), as observed experimentally.2,4,5 When the substrate–
adatom bond is sufficiently strong (or when the defect is a
vacancy) the behavior is universal – i.e. it does not depend on
the details of the chemical species attached to the sheet – and
the contribution of the resonant scatterers to the DC resistivity
takes the form2,5,35
rDC ¼
ph
e2
nimp
n ln 2ðnÞ
where nimp(n) is the number of impurities (charge carriers)
per carbon atom. Since this property only depends on the low-
energy electronic structure (the V-shaped density of states)
of the pristine substrate, it holds for both graphene and
silicene. The important difference between the two cases,
notwithstanding the similar electronic structure and the
comparable (high) value of the intrinsic mobility of the two
substrates,** is that in silicene, as shown above, adsorption of
adatoms is much easier than in graphene. As a consequence, a
reduced mobility is expected for silicene on the basis of its
easier chemistry, i.e. the larger amount of adatoms that can be
gathered in the fabrication process.
Reverting the question around, if resonant scatterers are
indeed the main factors limiting the charge transport in these
2D materials, the measured mobilities can be used to estimate
the adatom concentration. Using the expression above for rDC
at a density of 2  1011 charge carriers per cm2 [nE 5  105,
corresponding to a gate potential of few volts in a typical gated
configuration using a B300 nm thick layer of SiO2 as dielec-
trics], we may write the mobility as
m = 1.93  nimp1  cm2 V1 s1
and use this expression to infer an adatom concentration of
nimpB 10
5 for the high-quality samples of graphene of ref. 78
and 79 (m B 200 000 cm2 V1 s1) and nimp B 2  102 for
silicene samples obtained so far21 (m B 100 cm2 V1 s1).††
3.3 Dimers
The changes in the electronic structure of the substrate mentioned
at the end of the previous section have important consequences on
the adsorption process. Indeed, it was shown that in graphene the
localization of the midgap state (and the ensuing magnetization)
on the majority sublattice biases reactivity towards specific lattice
positions60 and this explains the preferential sticking observed
experimentally.68 Since the electronic properties remain (qualita-
tively) unchanged when passing from graphene to silicene it is
instructive to consider this issue in the case of silicene.
To this end we investigated the adsorption of a second
hydrogen atom as a function of the distance from the first
H adatom, placed on an upward displaced Si sublattice site, at a
number of neighboring sites illustrated in Fig. 6. The resulting
trend in the binding energies is shown in Fig. 6, along with
the behavior of the Mulliken site-magnetizations in the singly
hydrogenated silicene sheet. The latter are defined as the
diﬀerence between spin-up and spin-down Mulliken popula-
tions of the given sites and, analogously to the site-integrated
magnetization introduced in ref. 60, measure the unpaired
electron density available for coupling (binding) with the
H electron.
From Fig. 6 one can observe the following. Firstly, adsorp-
tion near the defect (in the so-called ortho position) is strongly
favored. Binding to this site is about half an eV stronger than
on the pristine surface. Secondly, it can be clearly noticed that,
if the first H atom is chemisorbed on a given sublattice (A in
Fig. 6), the second atom preferentially binds at the opposite
sublattice (B in Fig. 6), thereby forming dimers of ‘‘AB’’ type.
Secondary adsorption at the A sublattice is characterized by the
same energetics of the first H atom (with only minor diﬀerences
of the order of 1 meV), while adsorption at the B sublattice
is favored, increasingly more when moving closer to the first
H atom position. These findings parallel those found on
graphene, though with a less marked sublattice dependence
than in graphene.60
In general, there are two driving forces that act in orienting
the stability of the second adatom, namely (i) structural and (ii)
electronic eﬀects. Table 2 shows the surface puckering and the
reconstruction energy upon H binding for the ortho, meta and
Fig. 6 Top panel: Investigated adsorption sites for hydrogen dimer
formation on a 6  6 supercell. Yellow balls represent silicon atoms, with
the first H placed at A0. Middle panel: Binding energy (Echem) for a second
H atom as a function of the distance from the first H adatom. Bottom panel:
Mulliken site-magnetizations (q) in the singly hydrogenated silicene sheet.
Sites at which adsorption occurs are labeled according to the top panel. The
thick red line represents the binding energy of the first H atom.
** The room-temperature intrinsic mobility was computed with first-principles
means and found to be B3.3(3.3)  105 cm2 V1 s1 for electrons (holes) in
graphene and B2.6(2.2)  105 cm2 V1 s1 in silicene.77
†† If the above mentioned intrinsic mobilities are taken into account using
Matthiessen’s rule this estimate changes to nimp B 4  106 for graphene and
remains unchanged for silicene.
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para dimers (i.e. secondary adsorption at the B0, A1 and B2
sites, respectively), for both the syn- (same face) and the anti-
(opposite faces) configurations. Focusing on the former, which
are most relevant when adsorption occurs on a supported
sheet, from a purely structural viewpoint one can argue that
the meta dimer might be the most stable isomer. The recon-
struction energy accompanying hydrogenation at this site is the
lowest among all the dimers, as a consequence of the intrinsic
buckling of the silicene sheet. The heights of Si atoms in the
meta position are very close to that in pristine silicene (0.56 Å
vs. 0.51 Å) and this implies that reconstruction energies are
similar as well (0.10 eV vs. 0.11 eV). Therefore, it is not
surprising that the chemisorption energy at this site is very
close to that for the first H atom adsorption, with only a minor
diﬀerence of about 20 meV. One can say that the chemistry of
the meta site is mainly governed by the weak structural eﬀect
induced by first adatom, and thus no significant diﬀerences
with the binding of a single H on pristine silicene is observed.
A similar situation occurs for any site in the same sublattice as
that occupied by the first hydrogen atom, where adsorption
energetics remains very close to the single hydrogen case.
Electronic eﬀects are at work in ortho and para dimers which,
despite the unfavorable structural arrangement, turn out to be
the most stable configurations. Hence, electronic eﬀects over-
come structural instabilities in these two cases. The same holds
for compact ‘‘AB’’ dimers, up to some large values of the H–H
distance (B18 Å, see B5 data point in Fig. 6) where structural
effects start to dominate the overall energetics.
As mentioned above, the electronic eﬀects arise because
of facile pairing between the electron of the approaching
H atom and the unpaired electron semilocalized on the lattice
around the first H, as described by the midgap state appearing
in the electronic structure of singly hydrogenated silicene
or, equivalently, by the ensuing spin-density. Therefore, the
computed binding energies correlate well with the Mulliken
site-magnetizations of the singly hydrogenated sheet, as shown
in Fig. 6 (bottom panel). Secondary adsorption on the A sub-
lattice (where no unpaired electron density resides) necessarily
breaks an additional quasi-p bond, that is adsorption proceeds
similarly to the hydrogenation of pristine silicene, modulated
by minor structural eﬀects. In contrast, the chemisorption on
the B sublattice (where the unpaired electron resides, with a
probability that decays asB1/r2 from the first H position) leads
to facile pairing and bond formation between the electron lying
on the surface and the one coming from the approaching atom.
In accordance with the above picture, one expects no
magnetism for H pairs adsorbed on opposite sublattices (AB
dimers) and magnetic configurations when the second H atom
binds at the same sublattice (A2 dimers). This is confirmed
by our first principles calculations, where a non-vanishing
magnetic moment (of B1.9 mB) is found for meta dimers only
(see Table 2). This behavior is also reflected in the density of
states reported in Fig. 7 for the ortho-, meta- and para-dimers,
which show a spin-polarized solution for the meta case and
unpolarized solutions otherwise. Interestingly, it can be clearly
seen in Fig. 7 that the DOS of the ortho- and para-cases shows
broadened but yet visible resonances at about 0.4 eV from the
Fermi level which arise from the mixing of the two midgap
states related to the H atoms, whereas no real mixing occurs in
the meta-case. This is due to the fact that in the first case
the midgap states localize in opposite sublattices – hence
are subjected to strong coupling through nearest-neighbor
hoppings – whereas in the latter case they localize on the same
sublattice – hence they are ‘‘protected’’ by the vanishingly small
value of the second-neighbor hoppings. This is nothing but the
imbalance rule stated above, in the more realistic situation
where electron–hole symmetry is only approximate.
In addition, one can notice that ortho dimer formation is
130 meV more exothermic than the para counterpart, in agree-
ment with the decay of the spin density (Fig. 6) and similar to
what happens in graphene. Diﬀerently from graphene, we find
that any adsorption path is barrierless like that for the first
hydrogen atom. In the case of graphene, while an energy barrier
for forming meta dimers had to be expected on general grounds
(i.e. the similarity to the first adsorption process), the presence
of a barrier in forming ortho dimers could only be explained by
structural (steric) eﬀects.60 In silicene, structural eﬀects play
a minor role and no steric hindrance appears when adsorbing
H atoms on neighboring sites.
In general, the lack of activation barriers for adsorption
represents a marked diﬀerence between hydrogen sticking on
silicene and on graphene. In the latter case, activated adsorp-
tion in unfavored sites enables adsorption to be under kinetic
Table 2 Counterpoise-corrected binding energies (Echem), reconstruc-
tion energy (Esurf), absolute vertical displacement (dZ) of the Si atom upon
adsorption from the values they take in the singly hydrogenated sheet and
the resulting magnetic moment (m) for the most compact hydrogen
dimers, ortho (o), meta (m) and para (p). First-principles results were
obtained for both the syn and the anti configurations, i.e. for hydrogen
pairs on the same and on opposite faces of the silicene sheet, respectively
Configuration Echem (eV) dZ (Å) Esurf (eV) m (mB)
syn-o-A0B0 2.605 1.190 0.403 0.00
syn-m-A0A1 2.185 0.296 0.105 1.87
syn-p-A0B1 2.470 1.065 0.414 0.00
anti-o-A0B0 2.877 0.152 0.080 0.00
anti-m-A0A1 2.075 1.163 0.539 1.63
anti-p-A0B1 2.675 0.267 0.105 0.00
Fig. 7 Density of states for (left) ortho, (middle) meta and (right) para
dimers computed on a 6  6 supercell (black lines). Red lines represent the
DOS of the pristine substrate, for comparison. Energies are referenced
to the Fermi level (vertical dashed lines).
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control under typical (cold plasma) laboratory conditions,
and allows preferential sticking forming AB dimers to easily
manifest itself.60,68 In silicene, the adsorption rate has the
same high value for any site – the one expected for barrierless
sticking – only the desorption rate depends on the strength
of the surface–atom bond. In other words, the preferential
binding to specific lattice positions only appears in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, when the silicene surface is left to equilibrate
with an atomic-hydrogen gas at some fixed pressure. If equilibrium
is not achieved, hydrogenation of silicene is a rather random
process, without any clustering tendency of the adatoms, in sharp
contrast to graphene.
Finally, Table 2 also shows some energetic and structural
aspects of double-sided hydrogenation. It is instructive to con-
sider this case too, since electronic eﬀects do not depend on the
facial selectivity and structural eﬀects can be easily singled out in
this case. A close inspection of these findings suggests a symme-
trical situation between syn and anti pairs. In fact, the surface
reconstruction energy (Esurf) is minimal for themeta dimer in the
syn-arrangement and for both the ortho- and para-, anti-dimers,
all with EsurfB 0.1 eV. Conversely, Esurf is about four times larger
than this value for both the same-sublattice opposite-faces case
(A2-anti) and for the opposite-sublattice same-face one (AB-syn).
This behavior is easily rationalized by recalling that in silicene,
contrary to graphene, the two sublattices lay at diﬀerent heights,
hence they bind hydrogen atoms preferentially on the face from
which they stand out. On combining structural with electronic
eﬀects one finds that the ortho–anti-dimer is by far the
most stable isomer, about 370 meV more stable than its syn
counterpart. The optimized structures of these configurations
are shown in Fig. 8 where one can notice that the syn H pair
requires a much larger lattice distortion to ‘‘invert’’ the protru-
sion and accommodate the second adatom at the ortho-site.
3.4 Trimers
As a final subject of investigation, we studied the adsorption of
a third hydrogen atom on silicene, i.e. the formation of trimers.
As a starting structure we considered the case in which the first
two H adatoms bind at diﬀerent sublattices on the same face of
the surface in their most stable configuration, i.e. ortho dimers.
The number of possible sites to consider is very large, therefore
we just sketch the picture on the basis of the representative set
of adsorption sites shown in Fig. 9.
As discussed in the previous section, ortho dimers are non-
magnetic (i.e. they lack unpaired electrons) since adatoms sit
on diﬀerent sublattices. Therefore, when adding a third hydro-
gen atom the main eﬀect to consider is structural, i.e. the lattice
distortion induced by the two adsorbates. Furthermore, breaking
of a Si–Si quasi-p bond is necessary in order to form a covalent
interaction, and thus magnetism arises again.
Looking at Table 3, two diﬀerent cases can be recognized: (a)
when the binding energy of the H atom is equal to or larger
than the chemisorption energy of the first hydrogen atom
(i.e. a, g and e sites) and then (b) the cases in which adsorption
is less exothermic than the first H atom (i.e. b and d). Chemi-
sorption at a and e sites are the easiest to achieve due to
the height of the binding Si atom: just a small displacement
(B0.4 Å) in the direction out of the layer is necessary to reach a
sp3 hybridization and form a chemical bond with hydrogen.
On the other hand, for b and d silicon atoms, hydrogenation is
unfavorable due to the significant puckering (B1.2 Å) these
atoms have to undergo to form a Si–H bond. These opposite
behaviors emerge in the value of Esurf: for the (b) configurations
the surface reconstruction is very large if compared with (a)
cases (B0.12 eV) and therefore hydrogenation is not expected
to occur at b and d sites from a thermodynamic point of view.
Overall, the total adsorption energy for three adsorbates
is much larger in silicene than in graphene, a measurable
eﬀect of the weaker p-bonds and of the softer lattice. In their
most stable configuration the total adsorption energy of three
H atoms is about 7.40 eV, about twice as large as that found
on graphene on exactly the same sites (3.44 eV).62
Such a large diﬀerence in adsorption energy makes the
dissociative adsorption of H2 on silicene slightly exothermic – in
Fig. 8 Relaxed structure of the ortho–syn (top panel) and ortho–anti
(bottom panel) dimers.
Fig. 9 Investigated chemisorption sites for triple hydrogenation on a 6  6
supercell. Yellow (white) balls represent silicon (hydrogen) atoms.
Table 3 Counterpoise-corrected chemisorption (Echem) and reconstruc-
tion (Esurf) energies upon addition of a third H atom to a ortho–syn dimer
and the resulting magnetic moment (m) of the structure. Z and dZ are the
height of the hydrogenated silicon atom before chemisorption and the
corresponding displacement upon adsorption (referenced to the starting
dimer structure). Chemisorption sites are labeled according to Fig. 9
Site Echem (eV) Z (Å) dZ (Å) Esurf (eV) m (mB)
a 2.502 0.711 0.411 0.128 0.84
b 2.130 0.092 1.214 0.378 0.96
g 2.167 0.485 0.418 0.110 0.77
d 2.034 0.012 1.186 0.511 0.90
e 2.263 0.600 0.386 0.121 0.85
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contrast to what happens in graphene34 where it is endothermic
by B2.0 eV – and possibly lowers the adsorption barrier of
molecular hydrogen to a value small enough that room-
temperature adsorption proceeds at a reasonable rate. That this
is not the case was shown by Wu et al. who found a rather high
reaction barrier of 1.71 eV and showed how it could be reduced
either under a tensile strain80 or with the help of an electric
field.81 We used Si-coronene (Si24H12) as a cluster model of
the silicene surface and investigated the reaction energetics,
finding similar values: the reaction is slightly exothermic –
DE = 0.057 eV (0.058 eV) at the PBE(B3LYP)/6-31++G** level
of theory82 – but the barrier is rather high, 1.819 eV (2.126 eV).
3.5 STM imaging
Finally, in order to help identifying and distinguishing the
various hydrogenated species investigated we performed, on a
few relevant optimized structures, simulations of the STM
images within the standard Tersoﬀ–Hamann approximation.
The sample bias was fixed at Vs = 0.85 V (i.e. corresponding to
occupied states) and constant-current images were obtained as
a topographic representation of an isosurface of the local
density of states integrated in the range [eF + |e|Vs,eF]. Careful
extrapolation of the wavefunction was performed to obviate the
limitations imposed by the use of atom-centered basis-sets, and
a gaussian smearing was introduced to simulate finite-size
effects of the tip. The same set of simulation parameters was
used for all the structures investigated; in particular, the chosen
isosurface value gives images for H-graphene which roughly
correspond to those obtained experimentally under similar bias
conditions with a current value ofB0.5 nA. The results of these
simulations are displayed in Fig. 10 and in Fig. 11.
Fig. 10 shows a region containing a single H adatom, either
in the upward (i.e. toward the tip) or in the downward displaced
Si atom (middle and right panel), and for comparison H on
graphene (left panel). In the latter case the ‘‘midgap state’’ is
clearly visible in the simulated image, as a bright spot with a
characteristic threefold symmetry protruding toward the para
positions and decaying slowing away from the defect position.
In graphene, these features have been subjected to several
experimental investigations and carefully analyzed, e.g., for a
carbon atom vacancy.72 Interestingly, simulated images for
silicene reveal quite distinctive features associated with the
sublattice position of the adsorbed atom, obviously related to
the buckling pattern of the silicene sheet. When adsorption
occurs on an upper-buckled Si atom the H atom is closer to
the tip and determines the bright spot; the p midgap state,
localized on the lower-buckled lattice, is hardly visible and its
contribution is generally masked by that of the upper-buckled
Si atoms. In contrast, when adsorption occurs on a lower-buckled
Si atom the p-midgap state localizes on the upper-buckled
sublattice and the bright spot closely resembles that found
on graphene. These results suggest that if silicene is not
strongly interacting with a substrate STM imaging can be used
to discriminate the two sublattice position.
Fig. 11 shows the simulated images for a number of compact
dimers, the ortho-, meta- and para-dimers discussed in the
previous section (all on the same face, for simplicity). Again
diﬀerently from graphene – where these dimers always generate
reflection-symmetric spots around their midpoint – in silicene
the presence of a upper-buckled and lower-buckled sublattice
manifests itself in the simulated images. This is particularly
evident for the (most stable) ‘‘balanced’’ dimers (ortho- and
para-dimers) which, occupying both sublattices, display at the
same time the two single-H atom features described above,
roughly superimposed to each other. This is rather surprising
because it suggests that the (balanced) dimers have some open-
shell character. In other words, differently to what happens
in graphene, in silicene the midgap states induced by two
adatoms sitting on opposite sublattices do not ‘‘annihilate’’
completely, rather retain some singly occupied character. This
is consistent with the DOSs reported in Fig. 7 which show
clearly resolved, though broadened, resonances in the vicinity
of the Fermi level, resulting from the incomplete hybridization
of the midgap states. On the other hand, the (magnetic) meta-
dimers display features which are related to the presence
of sharp peaks in the DOS, a pair of midgap states centered
around the adatoms and occupying the majority sublattice
sites. The latter belong to the lower-buckled sublattice when
the meta-dimer is placed on top of upper-buckled Si atoms and
on the upper-buckled one in the opposite case. In the first case
Fig. 10 STM simulated images of a single H atom adsorbed on graphene
(left) and on the upward and downward displaced Si atoms on silicene
(middle and right panels). Dots represent lattice atoms, with grey (black) for
the upper (lower) buckled Si atoms.
Fig. 11 STM simulated images of (syn) ortho- and para-hydrogen dimers
on silicene (top left and top right, respectively) and of the two possible
(syn) meta-dimers, with the adatoms either in the upper-buckled (bottom
left) or in the lower-buckled (bottom right) sublattice. Dark dots represent
lattice atoms, with grey (black) for the upper (lower) buckled Si atoms, and
white dots for the H atoms.
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the midgap states are hardly visible in the STM image, which
only show the contribution of the protruding H atoms. In the
latter case, on the other hand, they become clearly visible as
bright and extended features around the dimer.
4 Summary and concluding remarks
We performed a thorough investigation of the hydrogenation
process of free-standing silicene, relevant for the yet to be realized
situations where silicene sheets are suspended or placed on an
inert substrate, e.g. h-BN. We considered the adsorption of
atomic hydrogen starting from the very first adsorption event,
and investigated the formation of dimers and of more complex
adatom structures on the surface. Similarly to graphene we found
that the adsorption of small amounts of H atoms produces local
distortions in the lattice and, importantly, introduces ‘‘midgap’’
states which semilocalize around the adatoms and decay slowly
away from them. These states are important scattering centers for
charge carriers, behave as free local magnetic moments and
(thermodynamically) favor secondary adsorption on specific lat-
tice positions. However, we found that H-atom adsorption is
always barrierless and thus predict that in silicene, contrary to
graphene, dimer formation and clustering is not observable
unless thermodynamic conditions prevail during the adsorption
process. These findings were rationalized in terms of p bond
strength and lattice stiﬀness: in silicene p bonds are weaker and
the lattice is softer than in graphene. As a consequence, similar
conclusions on the adsorption process are expected for a large
number of simple ad-species which form single covalent bonds
with Si lattice sites. Halogenation, for instance, has been con-
sidered in the saturation limit, both theoretically26–28 and experi-
mentally,29 as an effective way of tuning the band gap of silicene,
by exploiting the influence that the electronegativity of the
ad-species has on the energy and the composition of the valence
band maxima and conduction band minima. In this context it is
worth noticing that in the low density limit considered in this
work halogen atoms may behave radically different from each
other, and show an ionic rather than a covalent interaction with
the Si sheet. In graphene, for instance, only fluorine forms a
strong covalent bond with a C atom of the sheet, the other
halogens favour ionic binding and induce a mere shift to the
Fermi level rather than forming a midgap state.83
One important consequence of the above findings is that a
smaller mobility of charge carriers has to be expected in
silicene when compared to graphene. This is due to the fact
the larger amount of resonant scatterers can be gathered by the
surface during the fabrication process, i.e. the larger sensitivity of
the silicon sheet towards contaminants. In addition, the absence of
clustering prevents the conversion of strong, resonant scattering
centers (the single adatoms) into more common short-range
scatterers (balanced dimers and larger clusters), which are
known to have a much smaller eﬀect on mobility, since their
contribution to the DC resistivity reads as2,5
rDC ¼
h
e2
nimpR
2
where R is the range of the scattering potential (Ba0). And even
when clustering occurs, the presence of broadened, but yet
distinguishable peaks in the density of states suggests that
carrier scattering might remain quasi-resonant, i.e. clustering
in silicene is less eﬀective than in graphene in quenching
resonant scattering mechanisms.
Finally, we showed that most of the investigated hydrogenated
structures provide clear features when imaged using STM techni-
ques, thereby suggesting a simple method to unambiguously
identify these structures in experiments and verify our predictions.
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